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Free the Eyeball

People who look
like people
Maurits de Bruijn

Close your eyes.
Actually, keep them open.
Imagine the world as a nightclub, complete with a bar, lounge,
toilets and, of course: a dance floor. A part of that world needs to
pee, another group feels like beer, and a sizable chunk of the world’s
population wants to rest on the leather sofas, fall asleep there.
A group works behind the bar, another team cleans the floors and
the toilets each morning. The club has an owner, a manager and
sometimes people come by to replace the mirrors or to remove the
leaves from the gutters. There are professional dancers who hang
in cages (it is a rather old-fashioned club) above the stage. Under
the cages, in front of and on the stage, is the group that lets itself
be led by the music. They stand close to the speakers, want to be
seen, perform for the other visitors, sweat as they dance under the
disco ball.
That was how the world was divided, until recently. That
categorization no longer stands.
Lately a much larger share of the world population can be found on
the dance floor. We have entered a time where almost everyone is
involved in showing themselves to others. There, in front of and on
the stage, it has become exceptionally crowded. Tanja Ritterbex has
also maneuvered herself in within the multitude, donning a plastic
dress and glitter eyeshadow.
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Every minute 300 hours of video material is uploaded to YouTube.
Two billion people use Facebook daily, or use a Facebook related
app like Instagram — where 500 million pairs of eyes watch
Instagram Stories every day. It is estimated that 3,484 billion
people across the world will use social media this year. 3,484 of the
7,71 billion inhabitants of the planet. That is 45.2 percent, or half
the world, that is sweating away on the dance floor.
7 billion people and i am still single.
Blandy086 1 month ago
We feel safe as long as we are at home. We feel safe as long as we are seen.
We are always seen. We always see all of it. We watch ourselves. We are on top
of it all the time.
Ryan Trecartin

On that dance floor we see each other moving constantly; we
scrutinize and assess each other; are inspired by each other; copy
each other; suffuse each other with uncertainty or confirmation
or a strange mix of the two; we constantly exchange glances; feed
each other with language, aesthetic, glitters, questions, meaning,
advice, revelations, opinions and dance moves. Of course we also
feed each other with dance moves.
U da cutest.
Musiclover21You 60 weeks ago
I literally want to dance there.
Sean2015 two months ago

With Free the Eyeball, Tanja Ritterbex places herself directly under
the disco ball, on the stage of the nightclub called the world. There,
she does something different from most other visitors, something
very different.
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Welcome to my channel,
says Tanja.
This is our show and not yours.
Trixie & Katya

The videos are a daily ritual, an incantation of absence and boredom
through extreme presence, by asking, calling, no, not even asking or
calling for attention, but demanding attention by showing her face
and transmitting it into the ether. Throwing glitter and make-up on
that face which turns it into an image, a sculpture, a mask painted by
Tanja, an exaggeration of make-up tutorials that are so successful
on YouTube. Last year, beauty related videos were viewed on that
platform 169 billion times.
You’re still really pretty without any make up.
Wavy Maya 2 weeks ago
I think of life as very sculptural. People’s personalities are sculptural, people try
to create and maintain an architecture that makes them feel like they exist … we’re
becoming more flexible in what the self can be and where it exists … we have all this
different modes of being, it’s not just being in space anymore.
Ryan Trecartin

This is the promise of our time, a step beyond the engineerable
human, toward a fluid, immaterial presence that wanders around
online, dressing and undressing before the eyes of an audience,
day after day.
I used to walk down the street like I was a fucking star... I want people to walk around
delusional about how great they can be - and then to fight so hard for it every day that
the lie becomes the truth.
Lady Gaga November 2009

Free the Eyeball makes the viewer question to what extent the
character on display is a character. We recognize part of the visual
language, we recognize part of the language, the way the vlogger
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looks into the camera, exaggerated sentences, we have seen this
countless times. But in these videos, the uniformity which is so
typical for the visual landscape of YouTube, is broken.
Because all those exchanges of glances on the dance floor,
scrutinizing and assessing glances, all the views, that lead to an
incredible uniformity — from that iron laws have been forged: with
each uploaded video, the framework within which the film works
are made is perpetuated.
OmG tHiS iS rEaL gUcCi i love her.
parkz X 3 days ago

YouTube was launched 14 years ago. The possibilities of the
medium were infinite, the landscape boundless. The films could
have been wild, mind-boggling and free. But what could have been
an inclusive, delirious visual dream, became billions of people
pointing from their video frames to the subscribe button.
Before YouTube, before the, pardon the phrase ‘internet evolution,’
before social media, there were basically two ways to relate to the
camera.
- Play: a person could act, play, pretend, devise a script or lead
themselves through improvisation.
- Document: a person could be themselves, show themselves
by speaking about themselves, share their daily life with the
viewer, bare all in a documentary.
All right, there was a third:
- Play that presented itself as documentary.
Now, or perhaps it’s more accurate to say meanwhile, these
set ways to relate to the camera have been enriched by
countless others.
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Film language has become ambiguous, ironic, deceptive,
manipulative, manipulable. More absorbing than ever.
In contrast to the classic vlogger, Tanja Ritterbex strikes the
duplicitous nerve that has been exposed since the foundation
of YouTube.
I lost a few brain cells watching this.
Willyam Jordan 1 year ago

Tanja calls out, pleads, dresses up (or perhaps doesn’t actually
dress up at all), questions, smirks, coos, while she explores the
boundaries of the medium. She holds her hand behind a green,
plastic elf so that the camera can focus on the small object. It’s a
gesture that echoes the movement of countless make-up tutorials,
the vloggers that always hold their hand steady behind the mascara
they want to show. Yes, I have seen the videos, on the other side of
the screen I would lie exhausted, pain in my eyes, knowing I would
never in my life make an attempt to use that mascara to brighten up
my face. I enjoy watching people that look like people, who share
tips that look like tips, with voices, well, you know what I mean.
The most popular YouTube videos are product reviews, followed by
how-to videos, followed by vlogs. So, consumerism and voyeurism.
The world of online videos has turned into a HYSTERICAL SHOP in
which only brightly colored plastic is sold, and we, the viewers, need
to click, buy, like.
It makes you wonder what might have happened to YouTube if
this was not the case. Just as you might wonder what would have
happened to painting if it weren’t for portrait painting.
Social media, YouTube have opened the world, people often say. And this is followed
by possibilities, or detrimental consequences of this social media. Yes, they have
given us things but they have also taken a world away from us.
The more we see, the more we know, the more we see of others, the more we inquire
into others, the multitude of times we are exposed to the faces, bodies, movements,
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to the sounds of others, the more we inspire and internalize this behavior. In a
world in which we constantly look at each other, people increasingly begin to
look like each other.
Maurits de Bruijn, now

Babies imitate their parents, their brothers and sisters, or whoever
else might lean over their crib. At least, that is what people say. This
is a prevailing thought, a stubborn fact from popular science. But it
is also a lie. Apparently, babies have better things to do than mimic
their caregivers. The studies, from which this false fact originated,
were limited. The amount of facial expressions that were tested in
the 80s and 90s was insignificant: sticking out the tongue, opening
the mouth widely, that was about it. Since then, a similar study using
a much larger range of expressions showed that babies are equally
likely to produce a divergent as a corresponding facial expression.
This recent research challenges the idea that imitation is inherent to
human beings, that we are born with this skill and that it is essential
to the evolution of humankind. According to findings from 2016,
imitation is not congenital behavior, but rather learned over time. It
is like a human Droste effect: babies learn to imitate by seeing others
imitate. During their first months, newborns learn to imitate others
because just about everyone leaning into their crib is imitating them.
This effect goes beyond the crib as well, stretches over an entire
person’s life. We continue to imitate. As soon as the camera’s red
light is on, we pucker our lips, put on big eyes and speak with a voice
we borrowed from others.
Our digital personas are extensions of ourselves, encouraged by the
technological possibilities of time, but limited by the rules that each
medium seems to carry with it. Those of YouTube seem rather rigid.
Most vloggers use the same language, the same material, place
themselves in the middle of the frame, can be seen from collarbone
to crown, laugh at themselves - which is a witness to their ability for
self-deprecating humor, almost all of them radiate a sort of numbed
enthusiasm, play at being critical, sit in front of a white wall, share
the same facial expressions. Look, I love them, but they are one
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and the same person, share one intonation, and one pose. YouTube
promised hyper individuality, while all the selves that now have
access to a limitless mouthpiece have become one and the same
person that tells the same story. Copy machines that make new
copies of copies, an endless stream of identical A4s being spit out,
300 books a minute.
Fashion is dead.
Tanja Ritterbex
Fashion is dead.
Li Edelkoort
Fashion is dead.
Tom Ford

Authenticity, in this age of digital media and the overproduction that
comes with it, is increasingly under pressure. Ironically the previous
sentence has been devised countless times, written down, spoken
and texted to strangers.
Or has this always been the case? Is Pissaro as comparable to Van
Gogh as Monet? Is this what we call the fucking zeitgeist? And
where should we place this digital stream? Does a YouTube video
relate to the sketches of Rembrandt or to the diaries of Van Gogh, or
to his sunflowers?
When Hockney began painting landscapes, he was told nobody
would be interested in such a thing. ‘It’s not the landscapes that
have become boring, it’s the depictions that have become boring,’
is what the artist responds to that now. According to Hockney, it is
impossible to be bored by nature.
And that is what human beings are before anything else: nature.
Therefore, it is impossible to be bored by people. The images,
representations, depictions of human beings, they have become
worn out and need to be reinvented. Hockney-style in multi color.
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The light emitted from screens has filled the darkness of bedrooms,
elevators, offices and cafes for years. We are addicted to devices
emitting the voices of Netflix actors, our friends and vloggers.
In the past few years, visual culture has been overshadowed by the
mass consumption of films, series, YouTube clips and Instagram
Stories. We consume hour after hour of video material that has been
thrown together by massive corporations and we devour vlogs as
if they were crack. This immense production and unmeasurable
consumption is characteristic of this time, it seems as if people
are no longer interested in their own experiences, they prefer the
experiences of others.
I wanted to go to somewhere but I can’t. I’m really stuck here.
Tanja Ritterbex

How can an artist maintain oneself in a world that treats the
image, its production and consumption, so ruthlessly? Can this
development lead to anything other than the complete devaluation
of visual content? Excuse my use of the term ‘visual content.’ I sound
like a sales representative of an image bank. I’m sorry.
I’m sorry. I didn’t do it for the views.
Logan Paul

Where are the boundaries between the production of art and the
production of image, how is one discernible from the other? The
perseverance that was previously reserved for the artist now
belongs to everyone, because how much determination is needed to
maintain an online persona?
The struggle is real. I struggle.
Tanja Ritterbex

What happens to creativity and imagination in a world where
everything is turned into image?
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Pretend I am the dog.
Tanja Ritterbex

Who still desires art when new images are a constant certainty in
our lives?
This place really needs a public sculpture.
Tanja Ritterbex

The exclusivity that has always been connected with the arts
disappears when sending those daily incantations. Art is valuable
because it is rare, because of its pace, its low production - these
were not only eternal qualities of the arts, but prerequisites.
Perhaps the only way that artists can battle the vloggers’ world is by
being even more productive in the studio. Maybe there is no battle
at all. True, the world of entertainment is larger and, therefore, a
bigger threat than ever, but it doesn’t make a claim on the artistic
realm in any way. Or maybe Tracey Emin would never have become
an artist had she been born in 2003 instead of 1963, the Tracey of 40
years later might have committed to the magic of the selfie-stick and
her laptop camera.
With the arrival of all these new forms of production, everything
can be considered a result that would not have been a result before.
Everything around us is a product. We are becoming a product. And
the value has been completely leveled. Who can still say that the
painting is worth more than the film. The channel with a million
subscribers, what is that worth?
Do you need an audience to create work, or does not having an audience liberate you
and make you a truer artist?
Dana Spiotta

In the new world order Tanja Ritterbex is a transmitter. A spewer, not
only a maker but also an exhibitionist, or is that unfair? Do I say this
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about Tanja because she places herself in the middle of the frame. Is
it even her? Can a 2-D persona ever completely fuse with the person
on who the light of the camera shines?
Tanja describes what is in the frame, thereby examining the
elements that are around her.
The lamp that shines too brightly into her eyes, the chair she sits on
but should actually replace.
Considerations that, above all else, are aesthetic. Content that is,
above all else, aesthetic.
Faces that, above all else, are aesthetic.
She quite literally lets the mask fall from her face, the mask is run
over by a car. In doing so, Tanja reveals herself and every other
vlogger.
Lalalalalalalalalalalala.
Tanja Ritterbex

The same unmasking and ambiguity are revealed when Tanja shows
her paintings around the end of each video. It is here that the videos
cease in their similarity with the common format of the vlogger. The
sound fades away, Tanja holds the canvas in front of her chest or,
depending on the size, her entire bodydisappears behind the work.
For a few silent seconds the artwork is more important than she is,
demanding the space that it should have.
I am an artist.
Tanja Ritterbex
Result of the day.
Tanja Ritterbex
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Result of the day. It is a typical phrase in a time that is focused
on result, has even inspired an out of control, motivation-driven
industry. Tanja seems to want to say that genuine result is unique,
can’t be duplicated, loses its value as soon as it’s placed in a copying
machine. The real result must be art, appears to be the unequivocal
conclusion of each video. Only, these video works are too ambiguous
to subject them to such conclusions.
Thanks for watching.
Tanja Ritterbex
Thx voor de likes thx for the love.
Maurits de Bruijn
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Ryan Trecartin
is a pioneer in the field of video art which is
informed by digital culture, or however you say
that.
Dana Spiotta
is a marvelous and genius writer of, among
other things, Innocents and Others.

Maurits de Bruijn (1984), writer, studied
Beeld en Taal at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy
and works as a journalist and copywriter. His
articles and short stories were published in De
Volkskrant, L’HOMO and ELLE. His debut novel
Broer was published in 2012. De achterkant
van de zon came out in January 2016.

Trixie & Katya
are two drag queens who collaborate on their
own YouTube-series, titled UNHhhh.
Lady Gaga
is, well, Lady Gaga.
Li Edelkoort
is an oracle.
Tom Ford
is a fashion designer with an angry expression.
Logan Paul
is an internet personality. Yes, that is an
existing term.
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